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On April 2, CABE, in collaboration with the Connecticut
State Department of Education, GE and Connecticut Council
for Education Reform hosted a very well attended program
on what board of education members need to know about
the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).

We were fortunate to have Bob Corcorn, kick off the day.
The President and Chairman of the GE Foundation talked
about the need for our students to be competitive in the
global marketplace and the importance of CCSS getting us
there.

Sandra Alberti, Director of State and District Partner-
ships and Professional Development at Student Achieve-
ment Partners, the non-profit organization that played a
leading role in development of CCSS, esamined the stan-
dards and provided an explanation on what the changes
mean. Dr. Alberti explained that the previous standards did
not improve student achievement. There are currently gaps
in achievement and expectations. Our NAEP results have
been poor and students are not ready for college, often
taking reme-dial courses.

CCSS has fewer, clearer and higher evidence based
standards. They are aligned to requirements for college and
career readiness.

CCSS for Language Arts:
• Students will move from reading fiction to building

knowledge through content-rich nonfiction.
• Rather than writing about personal experience they are

reading, writing and speaking grounded in evidence
from text, both literary and informational.

• Rather than reading text without consideration of
complexity students will have regular practice with
complex text.

CCSS for Mathematics:
• Students will move from a mile-wide and inch deep

focus to focus strongly on what the standards are.
This provides a deeper and richer experience.

• Students will move from scattered, isolated topics to
coherence across grades and link to major topics.

• Students will move from fluency or understanding to
rigor, ability to pursue conceptual understanding, and
procedural skill.

Dr. Dianna Roberge-Wentzell, Chief Academic Officer at
the Connecticut State Department of Education discussed
Connecticut’s plan for implementation.  There are going to
be instructional shifts in the classroom and currently there is
much less agreement on what teaching we
need to ‘drop’, rather than what we need to include.  Admit-
tedly, these are some of the more difficult conversations to
have.

Smarter Balanced assessments will be computer based.
This will take less time for our students to complete. Because
this assessment is computer based, the level of questions
adapts to the student. These assessments will be summative,
formative and have performance aspects. Assessments will
be done in some subjects in 11th grade (rather than 10th) to
give a more accurate picture of a student’s career and work
readiness.

Board of education members need to know that these
assessments are Internet-based. Each school district needs
the bandwidth capacity to handle this. Prior to the official
Smarter Balance rollout, district capacity to handle this will
be tested.  The Smarter Balanced assessment will be adminis-
tered statewide beginning with the 2014-2015 school year.

The program concluded with a panel that included Dr.
Roberge-Wentzell, Dr. Alberti, Dr. Elizabeth Feser (super-
intendent in Milford), Andy Powell (board chair in Tolland),
and John Rathgeber (President of CBIA). All had the
opportunity to respond to questions posed by Moderator
Robert Rader and audience members. Many of the audience
questions had to do with implementation, educating parents
and the community and financial obligations of school
districts and the state.

For more information on CCSS, go to the State Depart-
ment of Education’s website.
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